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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors

Thanks for carefully revising the manuscript and addressing all of my comments.

In my opinion it reads much better now.

I will suggest that you address only two more things:

1. the information about selection and inclusion criteria for articles is still repetitive, there's one paragraph considering individual criteria, then 2-3 paragraphs after you mention about geographic limitations in the search. Please revise this whole section and also suggest to remove the sentence about the limitation of the search. you already mention this in the discussion.

2. Consider to revise your search terms, you should include mesh terms (pubmed) and equivalents in other databases, then consider using variation of term such as cholerae. Consider adapting your search based on the search strategies available in cochrane http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD008625.pub2/full.

Best regards
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